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Abstract
Two{particle angular correlations in jet cones have been measured in e
+
e
 
an-
nihilation into hadrons at LEP energies (
p
s = 91 and 183 GeV) and are com-
pared with QCD predictions using the LPHD hypothesis. Two dierent func-
tions have been tested. While the dierentially normalized correlation function
shows substantial deviations from the predictions, a globally normalized corre-
lation function agrees well. The size of 
eff
S
(and other QCD parameters) and
its running with the relevant angular scale, the validity of LPHD, and problems
due to non{perturbative eects are discussed critically.
(Accepted by Physics Letters B)
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11 Introduction
A description of multihadron production in e
+
e
 
reactions using QCD is dicult
because of the existence of a low energy non-perturbative region. In phenomenological
models the parton cascade, which can be handled with the Leading Log Approximations
(LLA), is cut o at some scale Q
0
 1 GeV and is followed by a hadronisation phase.
These models with well motivated parameters have yielded good results, but there are
many of them and only few are directly connected to (perturbative) QCD. It has been
suggested to extend instead the parton evolution down to a lower mass scale (if possible
to the pion mass scale). Using this concept, the multihadron nal states can be compared
directly with the multiparton nal states [1]. The possibility that perturbative QCD also
has some applicability in the low energy regime led in the mid-eighties to the concept of
Local Parton Hadron Duality (LPHD) [2].
Our interest is the study of correlations between hadrons produced in e
+
e
 
annihilation
using the relatively new tool of Correlation Integrals [3]. The main theoretical eort for
evaluating multiparton correlations in the framework of QCD has been based on the
Double Log Approximation (DLA) [1,4]. Detailed prescriptions for multiparton angular
correlations in cones using the DLA have been proposed [5]. It has been pointed out [5]
that the aim of such studies is not primarily a further test of perturbative QCD at
a fundamental level, but rather to nd out the limiting scale for its application and
thereby to learn about the onset of non-perturbative connement forces. The present
comparison, however, also has to cope with substantial simplications in the calculations
of the perturbative part which are justied only at asymptotic energies, as well as with the
question of how far the LPHD hypothesis is valid (see below). Therefore our goal here is
simply to present the corresponding experimental data, to discover possible discrepancies,
and to show whether some predictions are already fullled at LEP energies.
In section 2 the theoretical background is described, and the denitions and the actual
QCD predictions on partonic angular correlations are given. In section 3 the experimen-
tal measurements of 2-particle angular correlations are presented and confronted to the
analytical calculations using the concept of LPHD. In section 4 the measured values of

eff
S
, the \running" of 
eff
S
, the range of validity of the LPHD hypothesis, and problems
due to extensions to the non{perturbative region are critically discussed. Section 5 is a
summary of the experimental results.
2 Theoretical background, denitions and predic-
tions
The following short outline follows the procedures used by Ochs and Wosiek [5]. They
calculated particle correlations produced in gluon cascades radiated o the initial parton.
The matrix element for gluon bremsstrahlung in DLA is as follows:
M(k)d
3
k = c
a

2
0
dk
k
d
pk

pk
d
pk
2
(1)
where c
g
= 1 and c
q
=
4
9
, p and k are the 3-momenta of the parent parton and the
radiated gluon, 
pk
is the angle of emission of the gluon, 
pk
is the azimuthal angle of
the gluon around ~p and

2
0
= 6
S
=: (2)
2The inclusive n-particle densities 
n
(k
1
; k
2
; :::::k
n
) (k
i
is the 3-momentum of the i-th par-
ticle) are obtained by applying the generating functional technique [6] which has been
developed for QCD jets rst as explained in references [7,4]. The calculations have been
carried out in DLA where the integrals involved are performed only in phase space re-
gions with dominant contributions given by the singularities of (1). Energy-momentum
conservation and qq production were neglected in the calculations, and well developed
cascades at very high energies were assumed; angular ordering was taken into account.
Theoretical predictions [5] concerning the emission of two partons with a relative angle
#
12
- within a cone with half opening angle  around the jet axis - have been evaluated
using two correlation functions dened as follows [3]:
r(#
12
) =

2
(#
12
)

1

 
1
(#
12
)
(3)
~r(#
12
) =

2
(#
12
)
n
2
()
(4)
with the correlation integrals [3] 
2
(#
12
) =
R

d
3
k
1
d
3
k
2

2
(k
1
; k
2
)(#
12
  #(k
1
; k
2
)) and

1

 
1
(#
12
) =
R

d
3
k
1
d
3
k
2

1
(k
1
)
1
(k
2
)(#
12
  #(k
1
; k
2
)) where 
1
(k) is the single particle
distribution and n() is the mean multiplicity of partons emitted into the -cone. The
quantities in eqns. (3) and (4) exhibit very dierent structures. 
2
(#
12
) consists of
2 terms 
2
(#
12
) = C
2
(#
12
) + 
1

 
1
(#
12
) where only C
2
(#
12
) describes the genuine
correlations, 
1

 
1
(#
12
), on the other side, is obtained from the single particle spectra.
Consequently r(#
12
) is given essentially by the normalized C
2
-term whereas it turns out
that the dominant term of ~r(#
12
) is given by 
1

 
1
(#
12
).
Distinct predictions for r(#
12
) and ~r(#
12
) have been evaluated which depend essentially
only on the QCD parameters  and n
f
, where the latter is the eective number of avours
involved in the parton cascade [5]:
a) At high energy and for suciently large angles #
12
  the following power law is
expected:
r(#
12
) =


#
12

0:5
0
(5)
and the scale determining 
0
is given by Q  P, where P =
p
s
2
is the momentum
of the primary parton.
b) For asymptotically high energies the quantity
ln(r(#
12
))
q
ln
P

 2(!(; 2)  2
p
1   ) (6)
with
 =
ln

#
12
ln
P

; (7)

2
= 12(11  
2
3
n
f
)
 1
= 1:56 for n
f
= 5
and
!(; n) = n
p
1  (1 
1
2n
2
ln(1   )) (8)
is expected to be independent of the cone opening angle  and primary momentum
P, meaning that it is a scaling function.
3c) Transforming ~r(#
12
) to the ~r() and dividing by factors depending on
q
ln(
P

) a
new function Y () is obtained which is expected to be independent of  and the
primary momentum P, meaning that Y () is a scaling function:
~r() = #
12
~r(#
12
) ln
P

(9)
Y () =  
ln(~r()=b)
2
q
ln(
P

)
= 2(1  0:5!(; 2)) ; b = 2
s
ln(
P

) (10)
The scale Q  P in these formulae is given by the cone half opening angle  which is
the upper limit for the angle of emission of the rst hard gluon in a cascade (eqn.(1)).
The degrading of Q along the cascade is taken into account by the specic dependence
of (6) and (10) on  and, via eqn.(7), on #
12
, the second angle under consideration. It
should be noted that the QCD parameter  enters into eqns. (6) and (10) within the
factor (ln
P

)
0:5
when transforming the directly measurable quantities of (3) and (4).
The predictions of [5] and the present study use the lowest order QCD relations be-
tween the coupling 
s
and the QCD scale .

s
=

2
6
1
ln(
Q

)
(11)
When transforming the data to compare with predictions, the values  = 0.15 or
0.3 GeV (in section 3) are used. On the other hand, when trying to obtain 
S
or 
directly from the data, the notation 
eff
S
and 
eff
(in section 4) is used. The reason for
this is discussed in Section 4. All experimental measurements concern hadronic states.
When comparing to the partonic states considered in the analytical calculations, the
hypothesis of LPHD has to be used.
3 Comparison with the data
3.1 The data sample
The analysis uses about 600,000 selected e
+
e
 
events collected by DELPHI at
p
s =
91 GeV in 1994. These statistics are adequate for our study. A sample of about 1200
high energy events at
p
s = 183 GeV collected in 1997 is used to investigate the energy
dependence. The calculated hadron energy was required to be greater than 162 GeV
(corresponding to a mean energy of 175 GeV). The standard cuts for hadronic events
and track quality were applied as used in earlier studies of correlations [8]. The special
procedures for selecting the high energy events are described in [9]. Detailed Monte Carlo
studies were done using the JETSET 7.4 PS model [10]. Some results of ref. [5] using
HERWIG [11] will be also mentioned for comparison.
Corrections were applied using events generated from a JETSET Monte Carlo simula-
tion which had been tuned to reproduce general event characteristics [12]. These events
were examined at
* Generator level
where all charged nal{state particles (except electrons and muons) with a lifetime
larger than 10
 9
seconds have been taken,
4* Detector level
which includes distortions due to particle interactions with the detector material,
other detector imperfections such as limited resolution, multi{track separation and
detector acceptance, and the event selection procedures.
Using these events, the various angular correlation functions of order n, A
n
, studied below
were corrected (\bin by bin") by
A
cor
n
= C
n
A
raw
n
; C
n
=
A
gen
n
A
det
n
(12)
where the superscript \raw" indicates the correlation function calculated directly from
the data, and \gen" and \det" denote those obtained from the JETSET Monte Carlo
events at generator and detector level respectively. The simulated data at detector level
were found to agree excellently with the corrected experimental data, e.g. g.1a (for the
denition of variables used in this gure see section 2). The measurement error on the
relative angle #
12
between two outgoing particles was determined to be of order 0:5

(in
the case of good Vertex Detector hits, even down to 0:1

).
In addition, all phenomena which were not included in the analytical calculations had
to be corrected for, (i) initial state radiation, (ii) Dalitz decays of the 
0
, (iii) residual
K
0
s
and  decays near the vertex, and (iv) the eect of Bose{Einstein correlations. These
corrections were estimated, \bin by bin" like those in eqn. (2), by switching the eects
on and o. They were all small (< 2%). The total correction factor C
tot
n
is the product
of all individual correction factors.
Fig. 1a shows an example of the corrections. The correction factor C
tot
n
shown in
g. 1a for  = 45

is also valid for all r (#
12
) with 15

   60

. Systematic errors
were obtained from the C
tot
n
according to A
corr
n
= jA
raw
n
(C
tot
n
  1)=2j. To maintain
clarity, the following gures present the corrected data with statistical errors only. The
systematic errors are presented in the tables.
3.2 Comparison of the measured correlations with the predic-
tions
The unnormalized correlation function 
2
(#
12
) (in eqn. 3) was measured by counting
pairs of particles in the relevant angular regions (dened by bins: #
12

1
2
binwidth)
[3]. The axis of the -cone was experimentally determined by the sphericity axis. The
denominator of (3), 
1

 
1
(#
12
), was evaluated using the method of event mixing [13],
where particles are selected randomly from dierent events. It is then calculated in the
same way as for real events (see also [14]). This method reveals all correlations, including
those from hard gluon radiations. It is the normalization demanded by the analytical
calculations in [5]. The values of #
12
vary from #
12
=  down to #
12
 1

.
In the following, the predictions introduced in Section 2 are compared with the cor-
rected experimental data:
a) r(#
12
) is expected to rise with ln

#
12
or  and then level o for small #
12
. In g. 1b,
this dependence is investigated for several cone opening angles  (60, 45, 30 and 15
degrees). As expected, the slopes become smaller with bigger cone openings.
b) The expected scaling properties of the quantity
ln(r(#
12
))
p
lnP=
(eqn. (6)) are tested in
gs. 2a and b.
The dependence on the cone opening angle  is shown in g. 2a. It can be seen
that for 15

   60

the dependence on  is very weak already at
p
s = 91 GeV ,
5in agreement with the predictions of eqn. (6). This scaling with respect to the
variable  is especially good for broader cones; for smaller values of , uncertainties
in the determination of the jet axis are expected to cause deviations. The shape
predicted by eqn. (6) is shown as the dashed line in g. 2a diering appreciably
from the measurement. There is a \hook" in the data at small , the shape of the
data is only similar to that predicted in the sense that it is rising and levelling o;
the data are much smaller and atter. Thus at LEP energies the analytic QCD
calculations do not describe quantitatively the 2-particle angular correlations r(#
12
).
The dependence on energy is shown in g. 2b for a cone opening angle  = 45

.
The distribution of
ln(r(#
12
))
p
lnP=
at
p
s = 183 GeV (full circles) is much steeper than
that at
p
s = 90 GeV (open circles). The agreement with the JETSET Monte Carlo
simulation
1
is good (full resp. open triangles). The data show that at LEP energies
a limiting function of  is possibly reached only for 
<

0:2 (for large relative angles
#
12
). At
p
s = 183 GeV , for larger values of , the measurement seems to become
steeper than the prediction (dashed line in g. 2b).
c) The expected scaling properties of Y () (eqn. (10)) are tested in gs. 3a and b. The
energy dependence of Y () is shown in g. 3a - for the cone opening of  = 45

- at
p
s = 91 GeV (open circles) and at
p
s = 183 GeV (full circles). Both distributions
agree very well with each other in the whole  region, therefore exhibiting scaling in
energy. There is also good agreement with the coresponding JETSET simulations
on both the partonic and hadronic level, which supports parton hadron duality
2
.
In g. 3b it is shown that Y() is independent of , it is therefore also scaling in
the cone opening angle as predicted. Apart from the region of small  (large #
12
)
the overall agreement of data and prediction (dashed line) is good, especially when
choosing  = 0:3 GeV in g. 3b. Note that no arbitrary normalization has been
applied in g. 3.
Tables 1 and 2 give the numerical values of r(#
12
) and ~r(#
12
), restricting to each second
bin.
4 Discussion
So far only qualitative statements have been made when comparing experimental data
with the analytical calculations. Considering that the theoretical predictions contain
important parameters of the strong sector of the standard model (
S
;; n
f
) one may try
to discuss several items by estimating numerical values for these parameters from the
data. Here some aspects of the 2-particle angular correlation measurements are discussed
in a framework for future phenomenological advances.
* Can 
S
be measured using QCD predictions on angular correlations?
In principle this should be possible, since the theoretical descriptions of angular
correlations [5] do not contain arbitrary parameters (as in fragmentation models).
However, it has to be assumed that LPHD is valid. It has to be remembered that
the theoretical descriptions are derived from the double logarithmic approximation
and can be regarded only as a rst and simplied approach. Therefore 
eff
S
and
1
The high energy data at
p
s = 183 GeV exhibit a broad distribution of eective energies with a mean value
p
s
eff
=
175 GeV (see sect. 3.1). Consequently also the Monte Carlo calculations have been performormed at this slightly lower
energy.
2
A more detailed comparison of partonic and hadronic levels in the context of the HERWIG Monte Carlo supporting
local parton hadron duality and scaling in energy up to
p
s = 1800 GeV is given in [5].
6 = 15
o
 = 60
o
#
12
= r(#
12
) stat. syst. #
12
= r(#
12
) stat. syst.
0:9643 0:923 0:003 0:015 0:9535 1:025 0:003 0:005
0:8313 0:927 0:003 0:016 0:7843 0:949 0:002 0:003
0:7167 0:955 0:003 0:019 0:6451 0:944 0:002 0:001
0:6179 0:992 0:003 0:022 0:5306 0:946 0:002 0:003
0:5327 1:029 0:003 0:025 0:4364 0:957 0:002 0:007
0:4592 1:066 0:004 0:027 0:3590 0:975 0:002 0:012
0:3959 1:104 0:004 0:029 0:2953 0:996 0:002 0:018
0:3413 1:141 0:005 0:029 0:2429 1:026 0:002 0:023
0:2943 1:172 0:005 0:028 0:1998 1:061 0:003 0:028
0:2537 1:195 0:006 0:025 0:1643 1:098 0:003 0:032
0:2187 1:220 0:006 0:020 0:1352 1:138 0:003 0:036
0:1885 1:243 0:007 0:014 0:1112 1:181 0:004 0:038
0:1626 1:255 0:008 0:005 0:0915 1:221 0:004 0:039
0:1401 1:269 0:010 0:004 0:0752 1:260 0:005 0:037
0:1208 1:269 0:011 0:014 0:0619 1:290 0:005 0:033
0:1042 1:265 0:013 0:025 0:0509 1:313 0:006 0:027
0:0898 1:260 0:015 0:035 0:0419 1:327 0:008 0:019
0:0774 1:262 0:017 0:044 0:0344 1:337 0:009 0:010
Table 1: Numerical values of r(#
12
) for various
#
12

(with stat. and syst. errors) for cone
openings  = 15
o
and 60
o
(g. 1b).
 = 45
o
#
12
= r(#
12
) stat. syst. binw. ~r(#
12
) stat. syst.
0:9557 0:968 0:003 0:002 0:06961 0:04596 0:00017 0:00071
0:7938 0:907 0:002 0:003 0:05782 0:05077 0:00018 0:00195
0:6593 0:908 0:002 0:005 0:04802 0:04990 0:00017 0:00290
0:5476 0:927 0:002 0:009 0:03989 0:04717 0:00015 0:00366
0:4549 0:949 0:002 0:013 0:03313 0:04385 0:00014 0:00382
0:3778 0:975 0:002 0:017 0:02752 0:04014 0:00013 0:00361
0:3138 1:010 0:002 0:022 0:02286 0:03578 0:00012 0:00337
0:2607 1:044 0:003 0:027 0:01898 0:03124 0:00011 0:00291
0:2165 1:085 0:003 0:031 0:01577 0:02665 0:00009 0:00244
0:1798 1:125 0:003 0:035 0:01310 0:02222 0:00008 0:00191
0:1494 1:166 0:004 0:037 0:01088 0:01806 0:00007 0:00145
0:1241 1:204 0:004 0:038 0:00904 0:01429 0:00006 0:00106
0:1030 1:243 0:005 0:036 0:00751 0:01110 0:00005 0:00075
0:0856 1:272 0:005 0:033 0:00623 0:00833 0:00005 0:00053
0:0711 1:299 0:006 0:028 0:00518 0:00625 0:00004 0:00031
0:0590 1:309 0:007 0:021 0:00430 0:00459 0:00003 0:00017
0:0490 1:324 0:009 0:013 0:00357 0:00330 0:00003 0:00010
0:0407 1:310 0:010 0:003 0:00297 0:00234 0:00002 0:00003
Table 2: Numerical values of r(#
12
) (g. 1b) and ~r(#
12
) (g. 3a) for various
#
12

(with
stat. and syst. errors) for cone opening  = 45
o
. The bin width is also given since it is
needed for transforming ~r(#
12
) to Y ().
7
eff
obtained from tting the data are to be considered only as eective parameters
of the observables.
* Values of 
eff
S
obtained
Although no agreement of data and predictions were obtained in g. 2a concerning
the overall shape (it was veried that even varying the QCD parameters 0:04 
  0:8 and 2  n
f
 5 cannot lead to an overall agreement), one could try to get
some information from the slopes alone. Fig. 4a collects the values of 
eff
S
obtained
by tting the anomalous dimension 
0
=
q
6
S

in equation (5) for r (#
12
). The t
range 5.7

<

#
12
<

13

has been chosen from g. 1b by selecting the reasonably
linear piece of r (#
12
) with the steepest increase in the log{log plot. The hook in the
data at larger angles, which is thought in [5] to be due to missing energy-momentum
conservation in the calculations, prevents any meaningful ts being performed in
this region.
* The dependence on the choice of the jet axis
A possibly substantial systematic error on 
eff
S
might arise from the poor determina-
tion of the jet{axis. The sphericity axis deviates, of course, from the \true" qq{axis
which has been adopted in the calculations. This problem has been investigated in a
JETSET Monte Carlo study [16], showing that choosing the sphericity axis instead
of the \true" qq{axis decreased 
eff
S
by about 30% (because of a smearing eect).
Such Monte Carlo corrections for 
eff
S
have been estimated for dierent 's and the
corrected values are given in g. 4a.
* The dependence of 
eff
S
on the opening angle  of the jet cone
In the theoretical predictions, the value of Q which sets the scale for (hard) gluon
emission into the -cone is set to Q  P, with P = 45.05 GeV/c. This causes
e.g. a {dependence of r(#
12
). In particular, it is expected that the slopes of r (#
12
)
in g. 1b increase with decreasing . This is indeed the case, as can be seen from
the rise of 
eff
S
for smaller cone openings  (g. 4a). One cannot conclude that
the observed \running" of 
eff
S
is due to QCD alone. In a Monte Carlo study with
JETSET on parton and hadron levels, similar  dependences even for xed 
s
are
observed. Further investigations with dierent Monte Carlo models and with data
at higher energies will be necessary to clarify this question.
Fig. 4a also shows that a better agreement with the data can be obtained for small
values of  and when the value of n
f
is decreased from 5 to 3 or even lower. It
should be noted that in the ideal case the theoretical calculations should decrease
n
f
according to the decreasing number of open avors in the parton evolution (n
f
=
5 ! n
f
= 3 ! n
f
= 2). It is argued [17] that the main contribution comes from
n
f
= 3. Our measurement favours a value signicantly lower than 5.
* The function ~r (#
12
)
This special scaling function found by Ochs and Wosiek [5] seems to be less sensitive
to shortcomings of the DLA. The data show scaling in both in energy (g. 3a) and in
 (g 3b). The \transformation" of the experimentalmeasurement to the expression
in eqn. (10) requires a specic value of . Fig. 4b shows that the measured function
Y () is remarkably sensitive to the value of  chosen. The data "prefer" a value of

eff
 0.3 GeV in order to be in good agreement with the prediction [5] (dashed
line).
* MLLA (Modied LLA)
In the ideal case the values of 
eff
(or 
eff
s
) should be the same when obtained
from r(#
12
) (g. 4a) or from ~r(#
12
) (g. 4b). But whereas low values for 
eff
s
(or
8
eff
) are obtained in g. 4a, it is demonstrated in g. 4b that here the data prefer
a 
eff
 0:3 GeV. It has to be noted that DLA takes only the leading singularities
in both cases which could lead to dierent redenitions of 
eff
. In an improved
calculation (e.g. MLLA) the dierence should be diminished. In this context it is
interesting to point to the fact that 
0
which has been used in eqn. (5) to determine

eff
s
is the DLA anomalous dimension describing the multiplicity growth. Similar to
the observation with r(#
12
), in this latter case the DLA also predicts larger values
than measured [16] but the agreement is substantially improved in MLLA [17]. Up
to now no MLLA calculations exist for both r(#
12
) and ~r(#
12
).
* LPHD
The predictions of the correlations are only at the parton level. To make a meaningful
comparison with the measured hadronic correlations, the inuence of hadronisation
has to be considered.
This was studied in the context of the HERWIG model by Ochs and Wosiek [5]
for r (#
12
), and LPHD was shown to hold in the region of not too small angles #
12
(
>

3

). This means that no pronounced dierence exists between the partonic
level when the parton cascade is continued down to Q
0
 a few 100 MeV and the
hadronic level where, starting from Q
0
 1 GeV and adding hadronisation, the
last step involves decays via known resonances. This similarity suggests that in the
HERWIG model, the cascade decay of resonances might be similar to the last steps
of the implemented \QCD" cascade, extended to the non-perturbative regime and
that resonance decay does not destroy the correlation pattern at moderate angles.
Buschbeck et al [16] have shown that in the JETSET model with  = 0:15 GeV, on
the other hand, the angular correlations on the partonic and hadronic levels deviate
if Q
0
is as low as 2m

. In reference [16] a Monte Carlo study demonstrates that
r (#
12
) on the partonic level resembles that on hadronic level for #
12
 5

(  0:42)
if the cuto Q
0
was chosen to be 0.6 GeV. For small angles
<

5

, LPHD was
not valid and resonance decays strongly inuenced the correlation functions. The
dierence between HERWIG and JETSET concerning the validity of LPHD in the
case of r(#
12
) is presumably due to the dierent assumptions about the evolution of
the parton cascades and the dierent hadronisation schemes
3
. In the angular region
which has been selected in the present study to determine 
eff
S
via linear ts to
r (#
12
), both models show only small disturbances due to resonance decay.
LPHD is reasonably fullled for Y () in both JETSET (shown in this study) and
HERWIG (shown in ref. [5]).
5 Summary and outlook
Two-particle angular correlations have been measured using data collected by the
DELPHI detector (e
+
e
 
annihilations into hadrons at
p
s = 91 GeV and some low
statistics data at 183 GeV) and have been compared with analytical predictions [5] for
the corresponding parton correlations using the DLA of QCD and the concept of LPHD.
Some of the predictions are fullled while others fail, namely:
The {scaling property implies that the correlation functions r(#
12
) and ~r(#
12
) are
(after some transformation) functions of the scaling variable  only, but not of the cone
opening angle  nor of the jet momentum P . The correlation in the relative angle r(#
12
)
fullls this scaling for the opening angle  rather well, but using data from
p
s = 91 to
183 GeV the scaling with jet momentum P is satised only in the small  region. There
3
Note also the dierent denitions of Q
0
in the Monte Carlos programs.
9are substantial deviations of the measured r(#
12
) from the predicted shape. On the other
hand, the measured correlation function ~r(#
12
), using a dierent normalization, is already
rather close to the asymptotic predictions at LEP energies and exhibits scaling in  and
P.
While the theoretical calculations use only rst order relations and many approxi-
mations, the values of 
S
and  obtained by tting the data can be considered only as
eective parameters, 
eff
S
and 
eff
. There is better agreement when the eective number
n
f
of avors participating in the parton cascade is decreased well below 5. Generally,
the largest deviations between data and theory occur at large angles #
12
. This indicates
that including energy{momentum conservation (in particular the recoil eects) in the
analytical calculations is necessary.
The question of validity of LPHD remains open in case of r(#
12
), since previous studies
using dierent models (JETSET, HERWIG) gave dierent answers. It could be shown in
this study, however, that in case of ~r(#
12
) LPHD is reasonably satised using JETSET,
which is in agreement with published ndings using HERWIG [5].
In summary, this rst experimental study of angular correlations has provided support
for some of the theoretical predictions. Not only are the data far away from the asymptotic
energy, but also various approximations have been used. Therefore the sizeable deviations
found in the comparison are not surprising. More checks on more rened predictions are
desirable. It is to be hoped that these observations may provide valuable information
which can be used to improve further the QCD calculations.
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Figure 1: The normalized two{particle correlation function r(
12
), eqn. (3). a) The correction factor for  = 45

; the
dashed line is a best t to the \bin by bin" correction factors C
tot
n
including corrections for detector eects, Bose{Einstein
correlations, Dalitz Pairs and residual K
0
S
and  decays. b) The corrected functions in forward cones of dierent half
opening angles ; the values of #
12
range from #
12
=  (left) down to #
12
 1

(rightmost points). The errors are
statistical only.
Figure 2: a) The data of g. 1b are rescaled and plotted against the scaling variable  in order to test eqn. (6), dashed
line. b) The corrected data for  = 45

, at 91 GeV (open circles) and at 183 GeV (full circles), using  = 0:15 GeV , are
shown together with JETSET Monte Carlo calculations (open resp. full triangles).
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Figure 3: An energy independent scaling function Y () (eqn. (10)) is extracted from the 2-body angular correlation
function dened by eqn. (4). The dashed lines represent the asymptotic prediction eqn. (10). Statistical and systematic
errors are smaller than 0.01 for the 91 GeV data. a) The corrected data for  = 45

, at 91 GeV (open circles) and at
183 GeV (full circles), using  = 0:15 GeV , are shown together with Monte Carlo calculations (open resp. full triangles).
The range of #
12
corresponds to that in g. 1. b) Test of the -scaling behaviour of the data as predicted by eqn. (10),
using  = 0:3 GeV .
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Figure 4: a) The measured values 
eff
S
() from eqn. (5) for dierent values of  are compared with lowest order QCD
predictions eqn. (11), with Q  P, for dierent values of  and n
f
. Applying Monte Carlo corrections for choosing
the true axis (of the initial parton) increases the value for 
eff
S
(). The errors shown are systematic ones only, since the
statistical errors are much smaller. b) Variation of the measured Y () (see also g. 3) by choosing dierent values of .
